Q1. Complete the following statements:

a) Sinbad was left on the deserted island as
__________________________________________________________.

b) The wolves of India don’t like the jackal because
__________________________________________________________.

c) Sinbad got out of the island by
__________________________________________________________.

d) Shere Khan could not kill wild animals because
__________________________________________________________.

e) Sinbad had heard that the Roc could even carry away a ______________.

f) ___________ and ___________ were in favour of keeping Mowgli in
the Wolf Pack.

Q2. Reference to context:

a) “We’ll see if the Wolf Pack agrees to that. I will get him in the end.”

i) ___________ said this to ___________.

ii) The speaker is talking about getting ___________.

b) “I will present you with a fat bull...”

i) ___________ said this to ___________.

ii) The speaker said that he would give a bull if
__________________________________________________________.

Q3. Underline the incorrect spellings and write the correct words in the
space provided:

a) Who tot the wolfs ? ___________ ___________.

b) The tiger disgasted the danjerus villagers. ___________ ___________.

c) It was a peaceful yet adventurous voyaje. ___________.

d) The iland was strun with dead leaves. ___________ ___________.

e) The dog pounsed on the meat caushiously. ___________ ___________.

Q4. Do as directed:
   a) ___________ is a homophone of meet while peace is a homophone of ___________.
   b) We ___________ for the picnic at nine in the morning. (set up / set out)
   c) Ravi deposited the ___________ at the bank but nobody took out time to ___________. (check-cheque)
   d) The ___________ on her dress did ___________ suit her. (not-knot)
   e) It is great to watch the soldiers ___________ during the Republic Day Parade. (limp/hop/march)

Q5. Fill in the blanks with the words that mean the same as the words in the brackets:
   a) I ___________ (really) wish to join my school’s cricket team.
   b) It is my father’s ________ (wish) that we get a chance to meet the Prime Minister some day.
   c) She could not ___________ (have courage) to lie to her parents.